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• Say Hello in the chat 

• Ask questions  

• Highlight cool points 

• Isaac Smith is helping





• 3 Boys (Noah, Giovanni, Benson)  

• The Sweet Setup  

• Tools & Toys  

• The Focus Course helps you find focus and get control of your time 
and attention. 

• Been working from home, for myself full-time since 2011.  

About Shawn Blanc



740 Registered 

575 Votes



Writing Workflows

Deep Work & 
Staying Focused

190 votes

170 votes



TOPICS
Common Areas of Resistance 

Writing Tools 

Writing Routine & Workflow 

Systems (for Deep Work & Focus) 

Questions & Answers 

Giveaway! 





RESISTANCE



 Fear of the blank page 
Fear of what others think 

Lack of skills relative to your “taste” as a creator 
No time 

Habitual procrastinator 
Too exhausted 

Don’t know what to work on or write about 
Interruptions 

Inability to focus 
Don’t have the right tools 

Don’t know how to use the tools you have



What is an area of 
resistance you face?

Let us know in the chat.



THE TOOLS I USE



Ulysses



Simplenote



Quitter



LaunchBar



Things



BreakTime



iTunes





Keyboard



Baron Fig



WRITING ROUTINE



WRITING ROUTINE
1. Committed to 30 minutes every morning. 

2. No inboxes before 9am. 

3. Same music. 

4. Had a plan; I knew my topic ahead of time. 



WRITING ROUTINE
1. Committed to 30 minutes every morning. 

2. No inboxes before 9am. 

3. Same music. 

4. Had a plan; I knew my topic ahead of time. 



WRITING ROUTINE
Created the time to do the work. 

Gave me the focus to do the work. 



TIPS & TRICKS



TIPS & TRICKS
The first 5 minutes are  
the hardest. 



TIPS & TRICKS
Max of 3 or 4 hours per day  
of deep, focused work.



TIPS & TRICKS
The anticipation of 
interruptions is lethal to 
your focus.



TIPS & TRICKS
Beware “Novel Stimuli” 
throughout the day.



TIPS & TRICKS
Don’t use “busyness” as a 
proxy for productivity.



What will you do to improve 
your focus / writing routine?

Let us know in the chat.



THE POWER OF A 
FOCUSED LIFE





Q&A

And giveaway…



“How can I escape from 
a procrastination 
binge?”

Q:



“Do you specifically block out 
time  for various roles (admin, 
writing, etc.) and work from 
tasks within those roles, or do 
you work from a general task list 
and plan your day out from 
there?”

Q:



“Interested in how you 
define when a piece is 'good 
enough' to push it out, then 
how you archive that to keep 
all the content consistent?”

Q:



“How do you manage all 
your different projects 
and tasks and set 
priorities without getting 
caught in between stuff?”

Q:



“How do I keep 
everything in balance 
with so many spinning 
plates?”

Q:


